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		This book mainly introduces a series of theory and approaches of group decision-making based on several types of uncertain linguistic expressions and addresses their applications. The book pursues three major objectives: (1) to introduce some techniques to model several types of natural linguistic expressions; (2) to handle these expressions in group decision-making; and (3) to clarify the involved approaches by practical applications. The book is especially valuable for readers to understand how linguistic expressions could be employed and operated to make decisions, and motivates researchers to consider more types of natural linguistic expressions in decision analysis under uncertainties.
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Java Game Programming for DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Online game design just got easier with Java Game Programming For Dummies, your all-in-one reference guide to writing cool, cutting-edge Internet games.    Java Game Programming For Dummies guides new and veteran game designers alike through the nuts and bolts of creating fun, user-friendly games that can be played...
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Printing in Plastic: Build Your Own 3D Printer (Technology in Action)Apress, 2011

	The book you’re holding in your hands is going to show you how to build your very own 3D Printer. It’s
	not science fiction. It’s a device that will allow you to print out (in plastic) whatever you can imagine.
	(Okay, that’s a bit of a stretch – there are size limitations when using this machine.)
	Read the...
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Mechanical Tests for Bituminous Mixes - Characterization, Design and Quality ControlRoutledge, 1990
This book forms the Proceedings of an International RILEM Symposium, the fourth in the series, on Testing of Bituminous Mixes in Budapest, Hungary, October 1990. The aim of the Symposium is to promote tests for the characterization, design and quality control of bituminous mixes which combine the best features of traditional and modern approaches....
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Customer Success with Microsoft Dynamics Sure StepPackt Publishing, 2014

	Having invested in Microsoft Dynamics, your enterprise will want to make a success of it, which is where this guide to Sure Step comes in, teaching you how to apply the methodologies to ensure optimum results.


	Overview

	
		Understand how Sure Step helps you envision and implement the right Microsoft Dynamics...
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Sonography in Obstetrics & Gynecology: Principles and PracticeMcGraw-Hill, 2001

	Current for today's physician, the new sixth edition features more than 2000 superperbly reproduced illustrations covering the spectrum of disorders and conditions seen in gynecologic and maternal-fetal care. Check out these areas of exciting NEW coverage:

	

	Screening in early pregnancy: ultrasound of nuchal translucency...
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Combinatorial Algorithms for Computers and Calculators (Computer science and applied mathematics)Academic Press, 1978

	Since the appearance in 1975 of this work, the field of combinatorial algorithms has continued its rapid evolution. We have substantially rewritten several of the chapters in order to take account of theoretical or algorithmic improvements, and to clarify the presentation.

	

	The result has been that a number of speedups,...
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